Excursions

Price
p.p

Cairo by plane: Get to the capital of Egypt with a large aircraft in 40minutes to touch
the glory of king Toutankhamoun’s treasure at the Egyptian museum, visit the pyramids and
the sphinx, lunch is included as well as getting to the Saladin Citadel at the evening
The entrance fees, guide fee, lunch, transportation is included.

215 $

Cairo by bus (o/d): Leave the driving to us whilst you revel the history of one of the

89 $

wonders of the world. Visit the pyramids, sphinx, and the Egyptian museum. All guided
event with lunch, transport, guide and entrance fees included.

Luxor by bus (o/d): Have the chance to visit the old capital of Egypt on the River
Nile see the great temple of karnak, spectacular tombs in the Valley of the Kings,
temple of Queen Hatshepsut, across the River Nile with a boat. Lunch, transport,
Guide& program entrance fees included.

90 $

Luxor by Flight : Come along to the heart of the pharaonic time and visit Luxor with a
large aircraft in 40 minutes see the great temple of karnak, spectacular tombs in the Valley
of the Kings, temple of Queen Hatshepsut, across the River Nile with Nile Cruise while
having Lunch, transport, Guide& program entrance fees included.

181$

Jeep Safari: Discover the Arabian desert whilst we are taking you by 4by4 jeep and
enjoy the camel riding watch the sunset on top of one of the mountains have lunch and
enjoy dancing with real Bedouin people.

30 $

Quads Safari:( 5h) Travel through the desert on a quad bike to a Bedouin camp, ride
camel and watch the sunset and the stars in the night sky while dinner is cooked for you,
smoke sheesha pipes. Guaranteed to have your own quad, no sharing. Over 16 ‘s only

40 $

Quads Safari: (3h) Get on your own quad at the early morning, ride camel, smoke

28 $

sheesha pipe and have Bedouin tea.

Mega Safari: Travel through the desert on a jeep to a Bedouin camp, get on your own
quad, ride camel and watch the sunset and the stars in the night sky while dinner is cooked
for you, smoke sheesha pipes. Guaranteed to have your own quad, no sharing.

55 $

Elite VIP Cruise: Another great day out sailing on the Red Sea to three different sites.
If you are lucky you may get the chance to see dolphins in the wild. Snorkeling equipment
and VIP lunch on the boat included. Massage chairs & free drinks

70 $

Mahmya Beach: Let's get to the last national park on the Red Sea coast with its
fantastic white sand. Here you will swim and sunbathe until you are satisfied with the beauty
of the best beach on the Red Sea. Lunch served as buffet &snorkeling equipment included

74 $

Sea Scope: Enjoy a cruise on the red sea in this enclosed semi catamaran with its large
glass window and admire the coral and the beautiful array of tropical fish. Sea Scope can
accommodate visitors in safe and air-conditioned area .come for unforgettable adventure.

40 $

Blue Trip: Another great day out sailing on the Red Sea to three different sites. If you
are lucky you may get the chance to see dolphins in the wild. Snorkeling equipment and
lunch on the boat included.

30 $

Aqua Park: have fun and sun at one of the largest water slides in Hurghada, open
buffet and all-inclusive drinks, transfer and return is included

40 $

City Tour: Late afternoon drives into the heart of hurghada with our air conditioned bus
accompanied by an English speaking guide. Visit the mosque, orthodox church, the fish
aquarium, have your own free shopping hour and get back to your hotel by dinner time.

18 $

City Tour Gouna: Morning trip to El Gouna , visit the downtown , walk on Marina
Side , Lagoon trip by boat

29 $

Children under 2 year free, from 2 till 12 half price (except on flight)
All trips have full public liability insurance. 24 hours notice must be given for any cancelled trips
No refund given on flights once booked or special offer package.
5₤transfer supplement from El-Gouna & Makadi .The excursion is personal request but your rep will be able to design
for you whatever you wish and point you to the right way.

